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Abstract

Nike’s track to a healthy lifestyle

The controversies of brand and sustainability

Architecture, brand and sustainability are the three
seemingly controversial topics of this graduation report.
Brands that operate on global scale have strong claims
towards sustainability. Famous architects are asked to
design expensive brand buildings, which communicates
the identity and values of the brand but should also
be sustainable. But what is sustainability? And how
can sustainability and brand merged into a compelling
architectural design?
This research is focussing on a brand building for Nike.
Besides health, sport can contribute to social sustainability.
In order to strengthen this, a research is conducted
on programming and architecture with the following
question; How can a diverse program for sport activities
and relaxation, be spatially organized to create interaction?
Theories and related projects from Price, Koolhaas and
Tschumi have been researched in order to extract design
strategies. A running track along the building which is open
for interpretation characterizes the brand and contributes
to the aim of the research.

Keywords
Nike, Passive cooling, Programming, Sport, Relaxation

To be visible as a brand, the building is designed on top of
a hill in Istanbul along a main road. The current situation
functions as parking garage. All ingredients are there to
create a terminal of the future by adding Nike’s new brand
building as the main entrance.
Buildings in Istanbul needed to be cooled because of the
hot and humid climate. The second research is focussing
on passive cooling techniques with the following question;
How can architecture contribute to passive cooling in the
climate of Istanbul? Different techniques are explained and
a selection of them is after reinterpretation integrated in
the design.
This design contributes to a healthy lifestyle for the citizens
of Istanbul. The building facilitates in a space for sport and
relaxation where interaction between the program occurs.
The brand message is send throughout the architecture
with a strong statement and a touch of colored sexiness.
Several strategies, as part of the theme sustainability, put
Nike on track towards a healthy future for them and their
athletes.
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1. Introduction
fig. 1 Collage with examples of
branding through architecture

1

Different companies give

certificates, which rank
buildings based on different
topics related to sustainability.
Examples are: LEED and
BREEAM

Architecture, brand and sustainability are the three
seemingly controversial topics of this graduation
report. Brands who operate on global scale want to
market their products or services in best possible ways.
Famous architects are asked to design expensive brand
buildings, which communicate the identity and values
of the brand. Nowadays sustainability becomes more
important for brands because they have major impact on
the environmental challenges. At some point, the word
sustainability seems to be used as a marketing tool instead
of a solution for the problems that occurred. Architects
are asked to design a ‘sustainable’ building with a high
certificate score1. Are these aims about the ranking on
some list or is it about the environmental commitment of
the brand? As part of the studio, there is interest in how
brand and sustainability can merge into a compelling
design. Sustainability seems in many examples to be a
mechanical/technical layer that is added after the design
has finished. Sustainability became meaningless since it
can be interpreted and judged from too many perspectives.
Therefor is searched how the concept of sustainability
can be translated into architecture. The aim of this studio
according to the studio-description “is to combine a
comprehensive and visionary approach to sustainability
within an innovative and compelling design of a brand
building. (Bekkering, et al., 2015)”

This report is focusing on a design for a Nike brand building
on a unique location in Istanbul. It will be a place where
people can practice different sports and also can relax
in the spa, hammam and café, which contributes to a
healthy lifestyle. Before the individual research started, the
studio did a group research on different themes related to
architecture, brand, sustainability and the challenges in
metropolitan cities of Istanbul and London. Information
extracted out of these researches will be briefly discussed
in the first chapter. The second chapter shows analysis
and characteristics of the location. Research into the sport
brand Nike will be the last of the introducing chapters.
The first research question is focusing on programming
and interaction according to theories and designs of Price,
Tschumi and Koolhaas. In order to get better grip on the
theme of sustainability the second research question
is focused on passive cooling techniques which can be
applied in Istanbul. The last chapter shows the design
where different aspects, as part of this report, will be
explained.
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2. Branding through Architecture
fig.1 G-star HQ -billboard
concept

fig.2 Collage, Channels of
branding G-star

fig. 3 Mercedes-Benz museum
- the product as design tool

Introducing the theme of the studio, a group research was
conducted before the individual research started. Aim
of that research was to address how architecture can be
a channel of branding, based on case-studies G-star raw
HQ, Utrecht city hall and Mercedes-Benz Museum. Specific
strategies and information extracted out of this research,
which was important during the further research, is
mentioned in this chapter.
A brand is a medium which attempts to communicate all
the expectations, values, lifestyle and emotions associated
with a product or service, therefore it becomes “a container
for customer’s complete experience with the product or
company” (Cohen, 2011). Architecture as a spatial and
visual stimuli for the experience with a brand, seeks to
convey the message of the brand.
In order to send the brand message, location is important.
The three case studies were all located along major (rail)
road networks so many people could experience the brand.
Outside event spaces support the brand to showcase their

products not only inside the building. G-star HQ uses the
location to become a billboard where event space can
‘colour’ the canvas. With events like a fashion show or
collection release party, the building becomes a billboard
of brand activities.
The product characteristics are in case of G-star and
Mercedes-Benz one of the design strategies. Rawness,
which characterizes G-star his products, is adopted in
materialization and detailing of the building. In case of
Mercedes-Benz different elements of the car: silver coloured
metal surfaces, glass and structure are implemented in the
design to grasp the same atmosphere as the products.
Contradicting to G-star HQ, Mercedes-Benz museum is
open to visitors and therefore, circulation is important to
experience the brand. Two separate routings through the
building guide visitors and let them experience on one
hand the history of the brand and on the other hand the
Mercedes-Benz collection.

fig. 4 Collage, channels of
branding Mercedes-Benz
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3. Location

Tepebaşi, Istanbul
Here you can post a quote,

fig. 1 Current situation of

legend or explanation

the plot

Here you can post a quote,
legend or explanation

Here you can post a quote,
legend or explanation

Here you can post a quote,
legend or explanation
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legend or explanation

Here you can post a quote,
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Here you can post a quote,
legend or explanation
fig. 2 on next page; view from
the location towards Golden
horn and historical centre
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Istanbul is geographically an interesting city since it bridges
the European and Asian continents. But economically
it is interesting because it is the junction of a trading
route between the Black- and Mediterranean Sea. These
factors contributed to a major growth since last decades.
Compared to the mega city London, where gradual growth
of the city resulted in a manageable development, Istanbul
was not able to keep up with the rapid growth. This has
resulted in many challenges. Where well-organized cities
have aims and ambitions when it comes to sustainable
performances, the environmental problems of Istanbul
are hardly addressed. Main challenges caused by urban
growth are social problems like social inequity and the loss
of identity. Fragmentation of the city divides well served
urban areas for wealthy citizens with unserved areas for
lower classes of society.
The chosen location for a Nike building is in the European
part, on the north side of the Golden Horn, in the area
called Beyoglu. Along the west side of the plot is a main
road which connects the historical centre with Taksim
square. Parallel to this road, is on the east side of the plot,
the main shopping street of Istanbul situated. The plot itself
is a parking garage, which provides an open space within
the density of the city. The open plot is characterized by the
three sides defined by surrounded buildings and one side is
totally open with an amazing view over the city. The garage
called Tepebaşı, is located on top of the hill so it is visible
from many places in the city.

With six layers of parking there is a big capacity for cars
in the centre of the city. Three tunnels (two are in use)
perpendicular to, and underneath the main road are
connecting the garage with the lower area with, inter alia
the soccer stadium of Kasimpasa. In front of the parking, on
the main road, is a bus stop and a strip reserved for busses.
On the higher part next to the Hotel on the south side of
the plot is a taxi hotspot situated. Many cars who want to
park and taxi’s use the road in-between the shopping street
and the plot. Streets and pavements underneath and along
buildings, link the plot with the shopping street. But many
cars and taxi’s on the street form a dynamic border which
weakens the connection and safety for pedestrians.
In the design chapter is explained how the characteristics
of the site resulted in a design strategy.
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Subtitle

2.2 Paragraph 2 of this chapter.
Duis vel diam quis turpis sodales convallis eget non nunc.
Mauris imperdiet nulla a consectetur luctus. Praesent nec
turpis mauris. Nullam elementum leo ac mauris sollicitudin,
sit amet tristique purus placerat. Aenean id justo faucibus,
fringilla quam ac, euismod velit. Mauris pellentesque id eros
a lobortis. Quisque luctus et sem et ultrices. Nam finibus
tellus ut nunc feugiat faucibus. Etiam malesuada est eget
enim semper sodales. Nulla vulputate rhoncus diam, ac
porta lorem scelerisque ac.
In sit amet consectetur ex, ac dapibus leo. Vivamus id
turpis ante. Etiam fermentum egestas lobortis. Vestibulum
imperdiet lorem et nulla faucibus, non dictum felis varius.
Nam consequat eleifend fermentum. Sed laoreet maximus
porta. Cras mollis vitae quam sed malesuada. Morbi
semper condimentum purus, sed tristique ante gravida a.
Proin pellentesque urna a purus elementum fermentum.
Interdum et malesuada fames ac ante ipsum primis in
faucibus. Donec ut libero sit amet justo hendrerit lacinia in
sit amet ligula.
IUdolor at lacinia placerat, mauris libero tempor quam,
ac sodales enim sem quis purus. Vivamus mauris neque,
cursus eget est sed, posuere interdum nisi. Etiam aliquam,
sapien vitae convallis hendrerit, lectus lacus venenatis
sapien, in scelerisque eros magna vel leo. Mauris quis mi
pretium, ornare sollicitudin ante gravida.
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4. Nike

A powerful brand
fig. 1 Nike sustainable
innovation (Nike,inc., 2016)
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4.1 Introduction
Learned from previous research there is a challenge
because of social inequity in Istanbul.
There is a major gab between social classes which was
also visible during our visit of different areas in Istanbul.
Sport contributes to improve health conditions of human
body, but also for social development. Sport can bring
people together and support social interactions. Young
kids can learn what it can be to win or lose in collaboration
with their team. Resilience, perseverance, collaboration
and being active are values which benefits personal
development. So sport can be the tool that connects
people and help them into a better and healthy future.
Nike shares these thoughts and sees in everybody a
possible athlete; “if you have a body, you are an athlete
(Nike, 2014-2015, p.12)”. With 62.600 employees, factories
in 42 countries, 110.000 retail locations whereof 931Nike,
inc stores, and products sold in almost every country in
the world we can conclude, Nike has major impact on
global scale. Therefore sustainability is one of the key
drivers for their business performances. Employees, labour,
transport, manufacturing, materials and social commitment
are examples where Nike tries to improve. Besides the
arguments of sport and sustainable commitment of
Nike, the brand represents themselves strongly. The clear
ambition and brand values are a good starting point for this
design studio. This chapter will start with explaining the
channels of branding where after different store concepts
will be discussed. Extracting design strategies which are

applied in the channels of branding and their products will
follow after. The last chapter shows the most innovative
sustainable innovations of Nike related to their products.
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4.2 Channels of branding
In order to reach the target group of Nike, the athlete, they
use many different channels. Collaborations with famous
athletes and designers enrich the brand identity. Besides
the well-known marketing strategies, Nike also tries to
be innovative, modern and unique. Example of a modern
channel is an application for the mobile phone. A run app
where people can join the Nike- plus community tries to
empower people to be connected and share their sport
performances with other athletes. Another application is
made to help designers chose materials with less possible
environmental impact.
In ‘Who’s afraid of Niketown?’, Friedrich von Borries (2004)
explains how Nike implemented their brand strategies
within the city identity of Berlin. Nike organized different
soccer tournaments on special locations within a theme
of rawness and underground. A tournament in a metro
station, the secret tournament on a ship where losers will
be thrown overboard and the Scorpion K.O. tournament
characterize this theme. Organizing activities and facilitate
this, is part of Nike’s branding strategies. Bringing sport
literally to the target group ensures Nike will be seen by
the target group and they feel connected. By exhibiting
new innovations and products Nike showcase themselves
through custom designed pavilions for special events/
occasions. Interiors of shops and pavilions are specially
designed in order to send a powerful message.

18

fig.2 Collage shows different
channels of branding
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4.3 Nike concepts
The products of Nike are subdivided in categories
belonging to the sport. The different categories are:
running, fitness and training, soccer, basketball, tennis,
skateboarding and golf. Since different athletes have
different interest also the promotion and design is based
on the target group. In the Nike shops these categories
are also visible where they again try to actively involve the
costumers. In the area of the running products a treadmill
placed to test the products, and even a small soccer cage is
installed within the soccer area.
To give customers the feeling that they can be the designer
of their own product Nike makes it possible to design your
own ‘unique’ shoe with Nike-ID. A standard shoe design
can be chosen where after the customer can choose from a
range of colours, structures and materials for the different
elements/parts of the shoe. Nike is capable to market their
concept strong and tries to involve customers into Nike and
make them enthusiastic.

an artistic, residential area. Interior design is based on
the re-use of material and are in that way ‘sustain’, but
exclusiveness and ‘emptiness’ are most powerful. Since
Nike is promoting this concept-store as sustainable, the
controversies between the brand and the sustainability
are visible. How sustain is a fancy decorated space with led
lights and big television screens to present only two similar
products on fifty square meters? Focus for interior design
is re-using materials. Floor is covered with Nike-grind2 and
the furniture is also designed with re-used materials.

fig. 3 Picture of Nike Lab
in London - two products
presented in well designed
space

Nike grind: one of Nike’s

2

innovations where they are
able to reuse shoes into floors,

My personal opinion of Nike is that they are master in
selling and promoting their products and services in a
manner that it looks even better than it actually is. It is a
quality if you can sell air; Nike Air.

sport fields or running tracks.

fig. 4 Picture of Nike Lab in
London - cash desk custom
designed with re-used
materials

fig. 5 Picture of Nike Lab
in London - Exclusiveness
of products and their
presentation

Nike lab is the newest concept-store of Nike where the
focus is on innovation, collaboration and sustainability. The
exclusive lifestyle products are designed in collaboration
with famous designers. The designs are mostly futuristic
and can be seen as a kind of prototype or test product. Not
only the products are exclusive, also location and design
of the Nike-Lab buildings itself share this exclusivity. The
location I visited in London is hidden under a railway in
20
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4.4 Nike’s design ethos
Learned from previous analysis of the G-star HQ and
Mercedes-Benz museum is that the products influenced
the building designs. Materials or form can characterize the
same expression as the products of the brands. Not only
the products are important, but also how Nike presents
these products and themselves. As already concluded
Nike is master in selling their products, but the question
is how they designed their products and related product
presentations? What is the characteristic and expression
of Nike’s design ethos? How is it showcased? It can be the
design of a store, poster, application, pavilion, event et
cetera.
The design of a new building should grasp the overall
design expression which will be recognizable after many
years. This paragraph tries to define the overall expression
which can be a starting point for the design.
The pictures in this chapter do all contribute trying to grasp
the main characteristic. The collage with different channels
of branding is the best example since different aspects
putted together. The brand logo (swoosh) sends a powerful
message with its angled lines that comes together in a
sharp angled points. The rounded, curved shape makes it
a bit more friendly and sexy. Strong statements of JUST DO
IT and INVENT BETTER contribute to powerful messages of
Nike.
Nike’s design of shops and buildings also showcase this
twofold of a strong message with subtle sexiness in it.
22

Mostly dark, black and grey colours from the base where
bright fancy colours finish the overall expression.
In the products the same expression is visible. Nike is
nowadays known of products with many bright colours
combined in every possible way. But, there is more than
only colour in the products, which is shown in the images
on next page. The shoe shows different aspects which is
visible in many products. A combination of fabric versus
smooth surfaces in a pattern which express the tectonics
of the shoe is a recurring strategy. Another way to express
the tectonics is done by wires in a triangle shape as if they
hold the forces of the laces. The angled shape in the vest is
a design strategy which is also a recurring element. Nike
seems to search for a clash of two opposites: Subtleness
with bright colours vs. Roughness with darker colours and
Angled statements vs Curved sexiness. This research cannot
explain all different elements which characterize the brand.
More important is the conclusion of the author which is
starting point for design strategy. Nike’s design ethos is
grasped in the following sentence:

fig. 6,7 Characteristics of Nike’s
products

Nike’s designs are characterized by dark, powerful, angled
statements with a touch of curved and coloured sexiness.
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4.5 Sustainable innovation
Every year Nike is publishing a summary of their
‘sustainable business performance’. The report with
approximately 100 pages shows all the developments and
numbers of Nike’s performances and ambitions related
to sustainability. New product innovations with possible
applicability into architecture will be mentioned in this
paragraph. Nike is convinced that sustainable development
is a team sport. New product innovation is mostly born out
of collaboration with other firms.

large extend to achieve their goals which will contribute to
‘a better world’. (Nike, 2014-2015)

fig. 8 Nike’s Flyknit technology
(Nike inc., 2016)

Recycled polyester is an innovation which allows Nike to
reuse plastic bottles into polyester fabric. With eight plastic
bottles they can make one sport-shirt. The same material
can also be applied to make shoes. In combination with
the flyknit technique, waste of material will be decreased
with approximately 80%. Because of this knitting technique
there is less material needed and it allows knitting in the
exact shape of the shoe so there is hardly any waste. A
new innovation in dyeing process reduces waste of water
drastically. ”Through FY15, this facility produced 600,000
yards of fabric for our ColorDry polos, saving 20 million
liters of water (Nike, 2014-2015). “ Ambition is to reduce
water even further earlier in the production process. Nike
Grind is an innovation which can directly be applied in
building and sport industry. Materials extracted from
shoes can be re-used to make several types of sport fields,
running tracks or the rubber for artificial grass. Nike is
aware that development and innovation is still needed in
24
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5

Programming and interaction

Research question 1

5.1 Introduction
As mentioned before, sport can contribute to social and
personal development. Aim of this research is to strengthen
social interactions, within a diverse program for sport and
relaxation, through architecture. The following research
question will contribute to achieve this aim during my
design:
How can a diverse program for sport activities and relaxation,
be spatially organized to create interaction?
Programming and interaction are related themes that are
highly discussed by several architects. Theories of Price,
Koolhaas and Tschumi and their translation into a design,
are discussed and strategies are extracted. First paragraph
shows the extraordinary theory of Cedric Price his Fun
Palace. After this, the theory of the Downtown Athlete
Club by Koolhaas will be introduced, since later designs
and theories are a reflection/reaction on the statements. A
comparison between theories of Koolhaas and Tschumi will
be the core of the research. The designs of Parc de la Villette
are shown where after multiple library designs and their
theories will follow. Extracted information and tools as a
conclusion of this chapter is part of the design explanation.
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fig.1 fun palace of sport
(adjusted by author)
(Price , n.d.)

Littlewood wanted to have a space without a permanent
structure to get many possibilities for change. Her idea

Here you can post a quote,
legend or explanation
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legend or explanation

fig.2 Programming and
interaction in the fun palace
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Here you can post a quote,
legend or explanation
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5.2 Fun Palace
The Fun palace of Cedric Price is a project that inspired
many architects, artists and engineers. This revolutionary
idea started with the theatre producer Joan Littlewood.
After a career as street artist, she founded her own
successful theatre workshop in London. Her aim was to
create a theatre of “pure performance and interaction”
instead of the existing stages, performance, audience.
Within this new type of theatre, visitors become active
participants in a drama of self-discovery (Mathews, 2005,
p.75).

was that the whole building could adapt for the demand
of space. Major structures should not last for longer than a
decade while smaller internal spaces were so flexible that
they could change within a day. The floorplans should be
open for every kind of change on every level. Littlewood
knew that she needed a non-conventionally-minded
architect to help her visualizing her ideas. In 1962 she met
Cedric Price. Price was inspired by ideas of Buckminster
Fuller and the emerging technologies of cybernetics, game
theory, and computers (Mathews, 2005, p.78). Price wanted
to introduce a new revolutionary type of architecture which
was flexible for quick changes. Spaces should have endless
possibilities to change in height, size, accessibility and
lightning. The architecture should be capable for a constant
change of dismantling and reassembly. The flexibility of
the space should be achieved by using pivoting escalators
and movable walls to create new spaces and routings
in the open box. This building should provide people to
escape from everyday routine, where was place for the
endless possibilities in exploring creativity and personal
development.
Collaboration with the structural engineer Frank Newby
helped this project forward into realizable ideas. The
collaboration resulted in a building that looked like a
machine for activities. The total building was approximately
110x238 meter. It is built up by fourteen service towers
which can be used for mechanics, electricity and
circulation. The towers were connected with each other to
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create stability in construction and flexibility in plan which
was based on the tartan grid3 . Two overhead gantry cranes
were able to move modular elements within the building to
change spaces to its needs.
However these plans are never literally realized we can
learn from the ideas. There could also be a reason why
these designs are never realized. Personally opinion is
that flexibility can also be a form of non- decision making.
Flexibility will evolve into chaos if architecture does not
guide or create a kind of logic. Interaction is one of the
aims for this project, but remains on a superficial level since
architecture does not guide. Many closed boxes/functions
will not contribute into any interaction, where a big open
space without intimacy will evolve in a space where visitors
are able to choose if they want to interact or not. Therefore
flexibility as a design strategy will not be applied during my
design. The clash of different programs in an open space
can be interesting to apply
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5.3 Downtown Athlete Club
The Downtown Athlete club is a 38 stories high building in
Manhattan, New York. This building forms, together with
the adjacent other conventional high-rise buildings the
“culture of congestion” according to Koolhaas (1994,p.152).
The approximately same repetitive floorplans offers space
for different functions related to athletics and the human
body. According to Koolhaas it is used as a “Constructivist
Social Condenser: a machine to generate and intensify
desirable forms of human intercourse.” (Koolhaas,
1994,p.152).
The different floorplans can be seen as separate ‘plots’ with
their own functions. To reach the different floors there are
elevators for vertical transportation. This type of circulation
will not contribute to social interactions, but will only bring
people to the floor of destination. There is no connection or
relation between the floors, so floorplans can adapt to any
function without consequence for other floors. This does
also mean that social interaction will not occur between
the different floors. The only place of possible interaction
is on the floors itself. Koolhaas illustrated the ninth floor,
which contains a boxing ring and an oyster bar like “Eating
oysters with boxing gloves, naked, on the ninth floor-such
is the “plot” of the ninth story” (Koolhaas, 1994,p.155).
A clash of different programs on one floor can occur in
these remarkable events, but these events will never occur
between the different floors or during the way to reach
other floors.

3

Tartan grid: Pattern of

fig.3 Oysters and boxing

different sized squares that are

gloves illustrated

interlocked and form together

(koolhaas, 2014)

the tartan grid structure.

fig.4 Programming and
interaction in the DAC

fig.5 Oyster bar and boxing
ring on one floor
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5.4 Parc de la Villette
La Villette was a small town which was absorbed in 1860
by the developing and expanding city of Paris. The large
Parc de la Villette played an important role within Paris
and needed a new design fitting in this metropolitan city.
Jack Lang, former minister of Culture, launched in 1982 an
international Competition (Anon., n.d.).
The Etablissement Public du Parc de La Villette (EEPV) had
ideas and desires of what the proposals should take into
account. First of all, the new design should be a core for
this area of Paris and no longer be just a passage (Hejduk
& Marrou, n.d.). Where the Grande Halle should function
as the centre of many activities, thematic gardens should
aim for improving wellbeing of their visitors. The main idea
was to create a meeting point for different cultures within a
diverse park. (Hejduk & Marrou, n.d.).
This project is interesting for two reasons. The first reason
is that this park should be transformed in a place of
destination and no longer only as a passage. The second
reason is the topic of social interaction with multiple
functions related to the wellbeing of visitors. This chapter
will discuss the proposals of Tschumi architects and Office
for Metropolitan Architecture (OMA).
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OMA
The proposal from OMA for Parc de la Villette was more a
proposal for a method that can be used to generate a park.
Since the program was so big, there will be no space left for
the park itself. OMA came up with a method that is built up
by five steps.
1. The site is subdivided in horizontal strips which
		
can adapt to the different functions.
2. Different facilities which can function as social
		
hotspots are placed on the site according
		
to a point grid.
3. A round forest as an architectural exception in
		
the rectangular set up
4. Connections perpendicular to the horizontal
		strips
5. Introducing superimpositions
					(Koolhaas, n.d.)
This method is related to the ideas about the downtown
Athlete Club where Koolhaas talked about in his book
‘Delirious New York’. The layers of functions that are stacked
in the high-rise building in New York are now spread out
as a horizontal sequence of functions. Where there was no
interaction between the different layers in the high-rise
building, an optimum of interaction occurs in the design
with the horizontal strips, where borders defined by trees
separate different functions.Natural elements such as the
rows of trees and the round forest were the only elements

fig.6-10 Method of OMA
generates a proposal

Horizontal strips

Confetti as social hotspots

Routing connects the strips

Superimpositions and round forest

result
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which created ‘stability’ according to OMA (Koolhaas, n.d.).
Circulation is an important element within this proposal
that contribute to interactions and liveliness of the park. A
main promenade/mall perpendicular to the strips connects
all the different functions of the park. Adjacent to the
mall are smaller promenades which defines new groups
within the strips as an optimum of social interactions.
“Sites within the sites are equipped with such facilities
as a small amphitheatre, chess-tables, puppet theatres,
platforms, roller skating rinks, etc. The mall is to be a scene
of permanent activities, 24 hours a day. Even when the rest
of the park is closed…” (Barzilay , et al., 1984, p.39).
Where circulation was an isolated object without any
interaction at the Downtown Athlete Club, it became a
multifunctional element which is the core of interaction
between different activities on the strips and the circulation
element itself within the design of Parc de la Villette.
Koolhaas reacts on his ideas of the culture of congestion
within his design proposal: “What La Villette finally
suggested was the pure exploitation of the metropolitan
condition: density without architecture, a culture of
“invisible” congestion.” (Koolhaas, n.d.)
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Tschumi
The proposal for Parc de la Villette has won by Bernard
Tschumi Architects. Similar to the proposal of OMA this
design is also based on a strong system. This system is
subdivided in three different layers: points, lines and
surfaces. The park was meant to be discovered by visitors
where activities and interaction can take place. The ten
different surfaces are like thematic gardens, which can be
compared with the strips of OMA. These thematic gardens
give visitors the opportunity to interact, gather, play,
mediate or relax (Souza, 2011). Orientation and human
scale is mainly supported by the point layer. This grid of
points consists of the so-called ‘follies’. The deconstructive,
red coloured follies do all speak the same architectural
language but have a unique form and function. The
functions of the follies are linked to the thematic gardens
with diversity from piano bar, video theatre, drawing
workshop, Tarzan bar, water games and even a first aid
clinic. (Hays, 2010, p.161)
The last layer is in function similar to OMA’s proposal. The
layer of lines is the routing throughout the whole park area.
The lines are not based on a grid or structure, but they
guide visitors to interesting intersections where interaction
can occur (Souza, 2011).
Projects of Tschumi are based on his remarkable theories
and concepts. These theories influence Tschumi’s
way of designing and make his work recognizable.
Superimposition is an example of a concept which
Tschumi used in project of Manhattan Transcripts (1981),

fig.11-15 Different layers of
Tschumi result in the design

Starting point

Thematic gardens

Point grid with Follies

Routing

Layers combined in the final design
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The Screenplays (1977) but is also visible in Parc the la
Villette. This concept is born out of the idea to confront
oppositions like ‘form follows function’ and ‘ornament is
subservient to structure’ of traditional architecture and the
hidden hierarchies within them (Tschumi, 1994). Sequences
of images which attempt to address multiple layers of
information (space, event, movement, frame and narrative)
are the result of earlier mentioned projects. Tschumi states
about this design strategy:

programming.

“..layerings, juxtaposition, and superimposition of images
purposefully blurred the conventional relationship
between plan, graphic conventions and their meaning in
the built realm. Increasingly the drawings became both the
notation of a complex architectural reality and drawings
(artworks) in their own right, with their own frame of
reference, deliberately set apart from the conventions of
architectural plans and sections.”
(Tschumi, 1994, p.148)

Tschumi states that a certain combination of space and
program creates a surrealistic activity, but also works the
other way around. “The most intricate and organization of
spaces could accommodate the everyday life of an average
suburban family.” (Tschumi, 1994, p.146)

Layering different themes/categories can also be
recognized in Tschumi his ideas about programming. One
of these concepts is trans-programming, which contains
a similar contradiction as found in the theory of Koolhaas
with ‘eating oysters with boxing gloves’. Koolhaas shows
the result which occurs when two different activities are
brought in one floor. Tschumi talks about space versus
program, where a radical activity can take place in a space
that is meant for other activities which is referred to cross
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fig.16 Drawing with follies of
Parc de la Villette

“.. if architects could self-consciously use such devices
as repetition, distortion, or juxtaposition in the formal
elaboration of walls, couldn’t they do the same thing in
terms of the activities that occurred within those very
walls? Pole vaulting in the chapel, by-cycling in the
laundromat, skydiving in the elevator shaft?”
(Tschumi, 1994, p.146)

(Tschumi, 2014)

Parc the la Villete contains the different mentioned aspects.
There is set up a certain system of order, but within this
order different activities can take place according to the
needs of its users. Routing is an important factor to support
interactions between the diversity of program spread out
over the different surfaces and follies.
fig.17 Screenplays of Tschumi
1976
(Tschumi, 2014)
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5.5 Libraries
Koolhaas and Tschumi both have interesting ideas about
how spaces should be organized which will contribute
to interaction between the programs. Parc the la Villette
shows us how both architects translated their theories
into a park design. The studio aims for a building design,
there for the designs theory of three different libraries are
discussed in this paragraph.
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Jussieu Library – OMA
However the Jussieu Library is never realized, it is an
interesting design to mention since the organizational
concept, aims for creating interaction between different
programs on the floors. It is a competition design for the
‘Academie de Paris’ in 1992 (OMA, n.d.). This design is a
reinterpretation/reaction on the stacked floors and routing
of the Downtown Athlete Club.
According to OMA the Albert Campus is a network where
the pedestrian parvis “is experienced as a residual, a mere
slice of void sandwiched between sockle and building
(OMA, n.d.).” The design of the library aims to strengthen
the function of the pedestrian parvis by folding “a social
magic carpet (OMA, n.d.)” into a building where stacked
platforms are linked with the higher and lower platforms
which creates “…a single trajectory traverses the entire
structure like a warped interior Boulevard “(OMA, n.d.).
In the Downtown Athlete Club the routing is an isolated
element (elevator shaft) which transports you from A to B.
The boulevard serves as a routing which can be occupied
with other functions. It results in an intermediate space of
visual and physical interactions between the platforms and
the boulevard whereby it serves as a routing and program.

fig.18 Continuous routing
connects the different
programs
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Seattle Library - OMA
A view years after the competition for the Jussieu library,
OMA has won the competition for the Seattle Public Library
in 1999. Main topic in this design is the reinterpretation
of the library, where it is more than a place to find your
book and gain knowledge from this source of information.
A program for new media was also needed in the design,
so the library can become an “information store where
all potent forms of media - new and old - are presented
equally and legibly (OMA, n.d.) “. Interesting about this
design is how it programmatically is solved. Flexibility is
a key factor in most recent designs of libraries. Since the
book-collection of libraries will keep growing over time, it
needs enough space. According to OMA the defined space
for the book may expand and absorb other programmatic
space when there is too much flexibility (Kubo & Prat, 2004).
Solution was to define five different ‘stable’ programmatic
clusters, which will all put in their own defined ‘box’. The
book collection can expand but only within the defined
boxes. The different boxes of, parking, staff, meeting, spiral
and HQ are stacked on top of each other. To overcome that
no interaction will occur between the boxes a solution has
found. The boxes are not stacked directly on top of each
other but are elevated so new space is created in-between
the boxes. This open space is occupied by the ‘unstable’
programmatic spaces like, reading room, mixing chamber,
living room and kids. To gain more visual interaction
between the volumes and the open spaces around, the
volumes shifted horizontally. A skin, which is wrapped
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around the volumes, creates the unique and recognizable
building volume.
On the open unstable platforms, most interaction between
different programs will occur. These spaces are linked
through the main routing with escalators. The routing is
flexible on the platforms itself and escalators cross through
the boxes to reach the next open platform. In this way
interaction will occur on different levels, where routing and
platforms are always linked with the stable boxes. In the
stable boxes, different secondary routings and architectural
highlights define the character of its function. Visual
interaction will occur between the stable boxes with the
open platforms through the ‘voids’.
National library of France - Tschumi
An example of trans-programming is visible in the proposal
of Tschumi his design for the National Library of France
(1989). However, this proposal lost the competition it is
interesting how Tschumi his ideas for programming results
in a building design. A program for knowledge (book
and multimedia) and for athletes is brought together in
this building. The main theme is related to ‘circuits and
movement’ for visitors, books and electronics. A running
track is introduced to the library so “… the athlete of the
21st century would be an intellectual and the intellectual of
the 21st century would be an athlete” (Tschumi Architects,
1989). The different themed circuits do all have their own
logic and rules, just like the stable clusters of Koolhaas.
Interaction between the different circuits occurs on
strategic placed intersections (Tschumi Architects, 1989).

fig.19 Routing through and
on top of defined clusters
are spaces where interaction
occurs
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6. Passive cooling
Research question 2
Here you can post a quote,

fig.1 Iranian ice dome

legend or explanation

(Anon., n.d.)

Here you can post a quote,
legend or explanation

Here you can post a quote,
legend or explanation

Here you can post a quote,
legend or explanation

Here you can post a quote,
legend or explanation

Here you can post a quote,
legend or explanation

Here you can post a quote,
legend or explanation
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6.1 Introduction
As already mentioned in the introduction of this report
the theme of sustainability is important but also vague.
Due to the fact that it can be judged from too many
perspectives the word sustainability became meaningless.
The second research question focused on one aspect of the
broad range of sustainability namely: passive cooling. The
climate in Istanbul is most time of the year, hot and humid.
Therefore cooling during hot periods is more important
than heating up the buildings during the (shorter)
winter. “The energy required for heating and cooling of
buildings is approximately 6,7% of the total world energy
consumption (Asimakopoulos & Santamouris, 1996, p.35).”
A better environmental design can bring this number
down with 2.35%. In hot climates the energy that is needed
to cool a building down can be two or three times more
than heating buildings in cold climates (Asimakopoulos
& Santamouris, 1996, p.35). But which techniques are
applicable in this climate and how can it be integrated in
the architectural expression of the building? The aim of this
chapter is answering the second research question:

6.2 Iranian Ice domes
Nowadays mechanical systems will keep space cool, but
in ancient times other solutions were found without
the modern knowledge. The ice domes or ‘Yakchal’
are impressive architectural statements in the Persian
landscape. These domes are built to store ice during whole
summer. By using partly the earth and a dome built up
with a specially made material with sand, egg white, clay,
goat hair, lime and ash, it performs as perfect insulation
against the heat (Solarpedia, 2013). The domed shape with
an opening on top keeps cool temperatures inside and the
heat out. Not only storing the ice for such a long period is
impressive, also the way how it is collected. During winter
nights which are below frost level, water will freeze. Next
to the domes is a place where water is collected so it can
freeze. When the water is turned into ice, people break the
ice which will be drained through canals into the domes.
These impressive buildings are not meant to be used as a
space for daily activities. This example proves that there are
solutions to keep buildings cool during summer without
using mechanical systems.

How can architecture contribute to passive cooling in the
climate of Istanbul?
After an introduction of the Iranian Ice domes, will follow
an overview of different passive cooling techniques.
To see how different techniques can be translated in
a contemporary design, a case study will be the final
paragraph.
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6.3 Passive cooling techniques
The ice domes prove that we can learn from techniques
from ancient years. Another ancient technique is the wind
tower, mostly in combination with a courtyard. Contrary to
the ice domes, these solutions are applicable for residential
or public buildings. Many different types of wind catchers
in combination with specific floorplan layout with patios/
courtyards are developed to get best performance of
natural ventilation (Zarandi, 2009). Also other techniques
are combined with the wind tower to cool the air down.
This can be done by earth cooling or by evaporation or
even the combination of both.
Evaporation can occur by a fountain in the courtyard, or air
that is guided through a canal with water, but also in wind
towers. In these special evaporation- or cooling towers a
system is integrated, were the air comes in contact with
water/moisture. “Evaporation is the phase change of water
from liquid to vapour this is accompanied by release of
high amounts of heat from the air that comes in contact
with the wet surface or from the surface where evaporation
takes place.” (Asimakopoulos & Santamouris, 1996,p.48).
So there are two different ways of evaporation which is
referred as indirect and direct. Evaporation and wind towers
are most effective in “arid and dry climates” (Asimakopoulos
& Santamouris, 1996, p.49). The climate of Istanbul is Hot
and humid and therefor direct evaporation techniques
and wind towers are not applicable (Asimakopoulos &
Santamouris, 1996) (Ateş & Baker, 2005).

This research aims for different techniques that can be
applied in a hot and humid climate. Therefore the following
overview shows strategies that may influence the design
for a Nike building In Istanbul.
One basic principle in passive cooling is to prevent the
sun to heat up the building. Creating shadow is a solution
which can be achieved in many ways. It will start with the
orientation of the building so it is known where the sun
has most impact. A second façade, different types of sun
screens or canopies can create shadow, so less heat will
enter the building.
Radiative cooling is based on the principle that cold objects
can absorb heat or vice versa. The heat of the sun which
is stored during the day can be emitted into the cool sky
during the night. Applying enough thermal mass in your
building will result in walls that can store the heat of the
sun and keep internal space cool.

Evaporation

fig.2-14 Diagrams of passive

+
+

cooling techniques
Cooled space

Cooled space
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Water cooled by transmition of heat by air
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The roof pond system makes use of radiation to cool
internal space in a sophisticated manor. The roof is covered
with plastic bags filled with water. On top of the bags are
movable insulations plates. During the day the roof is
covered with insulation which keeps the heat of the sun
out. The water has enough capacity to cool the interior
space for the whole day, by absorbing it. During the night
the movable insulation plates will be removed so the water
that is heated up during the day can transfer heat to the

water bed system

evaporation and windtower

Sun

Cool basement
less heat because
of shadow

shadow
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earth cooling - cool basement

Solar chimney

courtyard
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cool night sky (Asimakopoulos & Santamouris, 1996, p.47).
Indirect earth cooling is applied to precool ventilation air.
The earth temperature is during the seasons relatively
constant and can absorb heat out of the air. A pipe system
through the earth will guide hot air through the earth for a
length of 12-60 meters so there is enough mass to absorb
the heat. Indoor air temperature can be lowered with 10˚C
compared with external ambient systems (Asimakopoulos
& Santamouris, 1996, p.52).
Solar chimneys support natural ventilation by making use
of the stack effect. Chimneys are designed and materialized
to heat up the top part of the chimney and so the air.
Because of this temperature difference their will exist an air
motion in the chimney, so hot air from inside will rise into
the chimney and building will naturally ventilate (Vefik Alp,
1991). Phase change materials4 are applied in the top of the
chimney to make sure the stack effect will continue during
the night. These materials can store enough heat to keep
the chimney hot during whole night.
Courtyards are applied in many hot climates to provide in
a cool outside space. The cool air of the night is captured
within the walls of the courtyards so it stays cool during
the day and provides a shaded outside area. This cooler air
can be used for the natural ventilation of internal spaces
(Tabesh & Sertyesilisik, 2015)(Vefik Alp, 1991).
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6.4 Contemporary case study
During research many techniques are found, but mostly
related to vernacular architecture. Following example
is analysed to get a better grip on how different passive
cooling techniques are applied in a contemporary
designed building. Lycée Charles de Gaulle is a campus in
Damascus, Syria which is completed in 2008. It is designed
by architectural firm, Atelier Lion in cooperation with
environmental engineer, Transsolar. This campus with a
capacity of 900 students from kindergarten to high school
had following ambition: “… using low-technology solutions
for ventilation and conditioning of the school spaces,
while maintaining the thermal comfort levels required for
students in an educational environment (Elgendy, 2010).”
The climate in Damascus is dry and hot during daytime and
cold during the nights. However the climate is not similar
to Istanbul, the applied techniques are also applicable in
Istanbul. Traditional Iranian architecture influenced the
ventilation strategy. Hot air is taken out by solar chimney
and brought in pre-cooled through an underground water
canal (qanat). The solar chimneys are “covered with blackpainted polycarbonate sheet to trap solar radiation at the
top of the chimney (Elgendy, 2010).” Building volumes are
placed next to each other which to create courtyards in
between. The courtyards are covered with a removable
screen which allows controlling the air flow during day or
night. It creates a shaded microclimate, which stays cool
during day and makes natural ventilation possible. The
buildings are white and have thermal mass to control the

fig.15 Exterior view with black
chimneys
(Elgendey, 2010)

temperatures inside better. (Elgendy, 2010).”
This research brought new insight in the possible different
techniques and their applicability in the climate of Istanbul.
The case study shows that a combination of several
techniques are brought together in a modern design
and will provide a cool space without using mechanical
complexity. The gained knowledge is applied while
designing a building for Nike. In the chapter of the design
is explained which techniques are applied and how the
author integrate these techniques in a contemporary
design which fits the brand values.

Phase change materials: can

4

absorb and store thermal
energy

fig.16 Day-view with shaded
courtyards
(Elgendey, 2010)
fig.17 Section explaines
cooling techniques(Elgendey,
2010)
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7. Design
RELAXATION
Café
Hammam
Massage
Spa
Temperatures of baths:
		14 ˚c
		28 ˚c
		29 ˚c
(outside bath) 30 ˚c
		35 ˚c
		42 ˚c

SPORT
Basketball
1 indoor (official)
1smaller, outdoor
Soccer
2 fields
Running
100 meter sprint
300 meter track
Running track open for interpretation
325 meter (1900 m2)
3 platforms for several sport activities
						 120 m2
					
190 m2
					
320 m2

fig.1 collage; twofold in
program

This chapter shows the design for a Nike building with
focus on architecture, brand and sustainability. How
the researched aspects of, program, location, brand,
programming and interaction, and passive cooling,
influenced the design, will be explained.

7.1 Program
The program of this building contribute to a healthy
lifestyle. People can practice different sports and after
a good workout, they can relax in the spa, hammam or
café. Social connections during and after sport are as
important as the sport itself. The twofold in program, of
sport and relaxation aims to promote and strengthen social
interactions. The collage shows this twofold of functions
with in text the specific spaces that are part of the program.
Nike shops try to encourage customers to try their products
and be active by adding a treadmill or small soccer field in
the shop. What if this idea will be reversed? From a shop
were you can try to a sport-building where you can buy?
Nike can use this concept to promote new products and try
to convince their costumers on a new level. This building
will focus on the program of sport and relaxation. Besides
this it will function as a public entrance which will later be
explained, the public are possible new costumers of Nike
and
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7.2 Location
An impressive view towards the golden horn combined
with the open plot within the dense city characterizes this
location. From perspective of branding the view is less
important, but how the brand can send a message towards
the city. Since the plot is on top of the hill it is visible from
many places. It is important to use the width the plot to
make a brand statement. It would not make sense to build
a high rise building and compete with the other higher
buildings next the plot. Flipping the building horizontally
makes a stronger statement and ensures optimal use of the
plot. Spelling Nike on the façade will not differ from a two
dimensional billboard. This building is designed as a living
billboard with sport activities.
After researching the location within a group, we saw high
potential for the garage to become a terminal. Along the
main road on a central location in the city, with existing
bus stops and taxi hotspot it has all the ingredients to be
a cluster of different networks. The soccer stadium and
the shopping street, together with the adjacent different
urban tissues and their functions contribute that the area
is a place of destination for many people. Terminals are
nowadays junctions of networks so people can travel easily
to their destinations. The parking garage on the location
is also a place where people park their car and directly
continue their way to the destination. So it allows people
to go from A to B, but would it not be interesting if the
terminal became a destination on its own? It will add extra
value to this junction of networks, where waiting for the

fig.5 Different networks and
routings are gathered in the

N
I
K
E

terminal of the future
?

?

Pedestrians
Transportation
Nike athletes
fig.2 High-rise building does
not fits within the location

NIKE

fig.3 Flipping horizontal will
make use of the width

residential area

fig.4 Don’t spell the brand, be
the brand; a living billboard
with sport activities
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shoppin

soccer stadium

next bus to depart can become a pleasant stay where the
bus waits till you want to depart. Sport and relaxation are the
added functions to this terminal of the future.
To create an optimum of interactions between the Nike
athletes and the travellers from the terminal they share the
same entrance. A big atrium allows visual interaction between
both ‘groups’. From this major entrance with event space,
escalators lead public the taxi, bus stops and parking garage.
A main gesture of the terminal which is opened towards the
core of the building creates space for traffic to drop off people
or enter the building. The façade is semi closed and become
the plinth of the building. The Nike building is like artwork on
a pedestal which makes a strong statement.
The dynamic border of taxi’s and cars that is created between
the terminal and the shopping street is removed. The taxi
hotspot is placed inside the terminal. Car entrances are
created at both ends of the terminal which results in a
pedestrian friendly square between shopping street and
terminal. The angled fingers of the core together with the roof
define the square and guide public to the entrance. Besides
this square there are two more squares defined under the roof
of the building. On the north side of the building is a skate
park realized where the domed top of hammam functions
as main element where skaters can practice their tricks. A
platform on the west side of the building allows public to
enjoy the amazing view of Istanbul. Where the building
makes a strong statement with the horizontal living billboard,
it is ‘polite’ by creating public spaces under the building.
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7.3 Branding trough architecture
The different paragraphs mention how different aspects
are related to branding through architecture. The overall
composition, construction, location and programming do
all contribute to this theme. Two aspects will be explained
in this paragraph since it is related to what is learned from
the group research of branding through architecture.
Interesting conclusion for the G-star HQ and the
Mercedes-Benz museum was that the product influenced
materialisation. In this design the previous shown products
of Nike (vest and shoe) are related to the design. The
design of the concrete core is similar to the shoe where
two V- shapes contributes to the tectonic expression. Also
the smooth and textured concrete surfaces are elements
extracted from products of Nike.
The structure of the building fits within my personal idea
about Nike’s design ethos; Nike’s designs are characterized
by dark, powerful, angled statements with a touch of
curved and coloured sexiness. The concrete core with
angled extracted shapes holds the major roof construction,
just like a waiter holding a tray. This contributes to a strong
and powerful message. The coloured sexiness is brought
in by the bright coloured cables which hold the running
tracks. This construction system with cables is similar to a
cable stayed bridge.
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fig. 6 (right)
Construction principle
fig. 7 (left)
Concrete core with angled
shapes

fig. 8 major roof construction
on top of the concrete core

fig. 9 Running tracks are hung
on the roof with cables
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7.4 Programming and interaction
Several theories and projects are researched to answer
the second research question about programming and
interaction: How can a diverse program for sport activities
and relaxation, be spatially organized to create interaction?
This research gave me tools and strategies to design a
building where interaction between different programs
occurs.
Routing was in de different studies and theories the
connecting element between the programs and became
in some cases a part of the program. Since this design is
a sport building, the routing can be a running track. The
running track is the connecting element between all the
different programs in the building just like the internal
boulevard in the Jussieu library. Koolhaas and Tschumi both
have their theories how different programs can meet (transor cross programming. So, can the running track fulfil more
functions except from routing and running? The design
contains two different running tracks, where one is open
for new interpretations by the users. For instance it can
function as a BMX-track, but also be a catwalk to showcase
the latest designs of Nike. The routing through the building
is centralized and formed by the core of the building by
its ‘fingers’. The diagrams on the next page explain the
routing with the core with its fingers on the first image. The
second image shows the running track which is the link
between higher and lower parts and its functions. The third
image shows how a lower routing lead visitors to the main
sport hall. A connection with the higher part leads visitors
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to the relaxation area. The entrance to the hammam and
spa, but also the café is located around the open void. The
last image shows how the actual running track is linked to
the secondary running track which results in a continuous
routing for visitors where they can relax after a good workout in the sport building. This running track allows people
to run without obstacles, or try to improve their personal
record on the 100 meter sprint.
The proposals for Parc de la Villette of Tschumi and OMA
were both based on strong systems wherein the programs
were defined. Within this system, routing and borders
between the programs contributed and encouraged
interactions between them. Also on building scale,
programs were strongly defined by systems. The Seattle
library creates volumes with their own functions. The open
spaces in between the closed volumes allow interaction
between open space and volume through voids and
routing. Theory of Price which creates a clash of different
events in an open space is interesting. My personal opinion
is that you need a certain system wherein this flexibility
can take place just like examples and theories of Koolhaas
and Tschumi. This design tries to combine both ideas. One
of the extended volumes of the core is the spa. The spa
and hammam need privacy and are therefore defined by
a closed volume. This volume can be compared with the
volumes of the Seattle library which is characterized by its
own internal circulation and architectural expression of
interior spaces. The open space defined by the major roof
construction contains spaces for the sport activities. Several

fig. 10-13 Routing through
building as social meeting
place

Core forms the base

Main routing as connecting
element in building

Connection with upper cafe/spa
and lower main sport fields

Connection with
main running track
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floors can provide space for different sport activities and
functions simultaneously as a tribune for the soccer and
basketball fields.
Architecture tries to encourage interaction between the
different programs inside. The roof covers multiple themed
squares which will also contribute to social interactions
outside the building. Because the core of the building is
not only the entrance of the sport building, but also for the
terminal, it contributes to interactions between different
people from multiple social classes. This building enables
Nike to reach a broad range of people and make them
enthusiastic about their brand. A public ‘catwalk’ which is
hung on the roof construction enables people to feel part
of the Nike community.

plateaus for sport activities
basketball and soccer fields
outside sportfield
fig. 14 Programming and
interaction are brought

Main entrance for terminal

together by routing

and building

spa in ‘closed’ volume

300 meter running track
100 meter sprint
running track open for interpretation
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7.5 Passive cooling
In order to become more specific in the theme of
sustainability, this research focussed on passive cooling.
Answering the following research question contributed
to achieve the aim of the design: How can architecture
contribute to passive cooling in the climate of Istanbul?
The aim of the research is to integrate specific passive
cooling techniques which are applicable in the hot and
humid climate of Istanbul. The diagram communicates how
different techniques are combined in the design.
A major roof construction creates shadow which keeps
inside space cooler. Also the several outside public squares
are shaded, which is more attractive as social hotspots
during the hot summer day. The concrete core needs a
lot of mass to hold roof construction. As we have learned
from the research, this mass can be applied to absorb
the heat. Ice storage inside the concrete core allows the
mass to absorb the heat more easily. The four separate ice
storages are closed spaces within the mass of the core so
the cold temperature can kept inside this space. Pipes with
cool water go through the core which allows controlling
the absorption of heat. Te prevent that the building is
first warmed up by ventilation air it will be pre-cooled by
earth cooling. Pipe system through the ground and the
terminal/parking, make sure that heat is absorbed out of
the air before it enters the inside spaces. Solar chimneys
are applied to draw the hot air out. In most examples solar
chimneys are ‘touching’ the ground. In this building the
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chimneys are designed as volumes that are extracted out
of the roof his grid structure. Heat inside the open space
rises and will automatically draw in the pipes because of
the stack effect. A re-interpretation of the courtyard will
provide in a cooler outside space within the structure of
the building. During the cooler nights, windows in the
courtyard can be opened so capacity of natural ventilation
is increased. The spa contains baths with different
temperatures ranging from 14 to 42 degrees. The hot bath
is heated by the high temperatures from the hammam.
The ice storage provide in cooler temperatures for the cold
baths.
fig. 15 Diagram with different
passive cooling techniques

-

-

-

-

-

-
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7.6 Drawings
Floor -2
Small part of the terminal and garage is occupied by the
hammam and changing rooms for men.
Escalators bring people from the terminal to the main
entrance on floor.
escalators
to central
hall

change room
men

Elevator

Elevator

Terminal

lobby

hammam
Elevator

tecnique
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1 2 3 4 5 meters

Floor -1
This floor contains a massage room and changing rooms for
women.
Escalators bring people from the terminal to the main
entrance on floor.
escalators
to central
hall

change room
women

Elevator

Elevator

Terminal

Lobby

hammam
Elevator

massage
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1 2 3 4 5 meters

employees

Floor 1
The main entrance for terminal and sport and relaxation
building ensures activities and interactions of different
groups and classes of society.
Main sport area contains soccer and basketball fields

escalators
to terminal

nike
entrance
Hammam

Entrance hall
Terminal and
Nike Sportcentre
(open space for
activities)

Elevator

Climbing wall

Elevator

Elevator

Climbing wall

Airlock and Security

Outside viewing deck
(can be used for activities)
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1 2 3 4 5 meters

Floor 2
A public catwalk allows public to feel the atmosphere
within the sport building
The big platform allows athletes to watch over the
basketball and soccer fields and can be used for sport
related activities or product presentations of Nike.
The bath of the spa is a hanging box from glass which
allows sunlight reach to lower parts and contribute to the
atmosphere of the spa.

Ice
storage
Ice
storage

promotion of
Nike's newest
products

Elevator

changing room

29ºc

public catwalk

Elevator

Ice
storage
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1 2 3 4 5 meters

Ice
storage

Floor 3
In the spa are the hotter baths located which is kept warm
with heat of the hammam.
In the sport area is a smaller platform which can be used for
sport related activities.

Ice
storage

START
relax
Ice
storage

Technique

35ºc

42ºc

Technique

Change
room

showers

changing room

Nike sport activities

Elevator

Ice
storage

Ice
storage

ST

A
EX SPO RT
PE RT
RI
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1 2 3 4 5 meters

Floor 4

outside sport field

The spa contains two different baths whereof one is
situated outside. This outside space is interpretation of the
courtyards which can contribute to night cooling .
The running track connects the different floors ant its
functions. The track is open for interpretation and can
also function as a BMX track or catwalk for a product
presentation of Nike

Ice
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outside

Change
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changing room

Ice
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Elevator

Ice
storage
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stretchen /
bootcamp

Floor 5
The last floor contains the ‘real’ running track where it is
even possible to do the 100 meter sprint. Around the
atrium is the café with bar situated. After a workout athletes
can sit and relax. A entrance for Athletes is located on this
floor so they can also decide to relax in the spa instead of
the bar.

Ice
storage

cafe with
view on sport

entrance spa

Ice
storage

the bar

Change
room

Ice
storage

Elevator

cafe with
view on sport

Ice
storage

2

START

3
1 2 3 4 5 meters

KING OF THE
100 METER

1
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Cross Section
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+11700

+4200

0
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Longitudinal Section

changing

+15300
outside bath with terrace

+11700
30ºc

28ºc

+8100
35ºc
+4200
main entance
terminal and Nike sport and relaxation building

29ºc

0

hammam

West facade

East facade

South facade

North facade
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83

Visualisations exterior

Exterior perspective;
Public square with entrance
towards terminal and Nike
building
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Visualisations interior

main running track with view
over layers of sport activities

main running track with view
on the lower track and spa in
closed volume of core
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View from public ‘catwalk’
where visitors feel part of the
Nike athletes
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8. Conclusion
The graduation studio ‘Architecture, Brand and
Sustainability’ tried to combine the controversies of brand
and sustainability within architecture. The aim of the
project was to design a brand building for a major brand
with strong claims towards sustainability. My personal
project focused on a sport and relaxation building for Nike
with focus on passive cooling.
Two separate questions related to sustainability are
researched in order to extract design strategies. The first
question was related to programming and interaction; How
can a diverse program for sport activities and relaxation,
be spatially organized to create interaction? Theories and
projects of Price, Koolhaas and Tschumi gave me new
insights in their philosophies. A running track as routing
and place where social interaction occurs between the
different programs is applied in the design as personal
answer on the question. Architecture is a tool which can
be deployed in order to guide and create. Koolhaas and
Tschumi base their projects on strong systems which
guides, but also creates logic. Within this logic spaces are
flexible and open for interpretations so interaction can
occur. I think it is important to find the balance between
guiding and flexibility in order to create interactions.
The second question searched for different passive cooling
techniques; How can architecture contribute to passive
cooling in the climate of Istanbul. The techniques from
ancient times are reinterpreted in the design to fit within
the brand identity. However not all the techniques were
applicable within the climate of Istanbul there is learned
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from the different possibilities within the theme of passive
cooling.
It was a challenge to design a building with controversies
of brand and sustainability. During the design process the
focus was constantly switching between the two themes
in order to find a solution to merge both aspects in one
design. For me it was important that the result is a Nike
building and the passive cooling techniques should be part
of the overall design message. I think this design and report
reaches the aims and answers the questions within the
ambition of this graduation studio.
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